We present single-baseline Multi-Element Radio-Linked Interferometer Network (MERLIN) measurements of excited OH 6.0-GHz masers and methanol 6.7-GHz masers for the source W3(OH). These allow us to compare the positions of individual maser spots of these two species to ∼15 mas accuracy for the first time, and to compare these with previously published positions of ground-state OH masers near 1.7 GHz and excited-state OH masers near 4.7 GHz. There is a strong association between OH 6035-MHz and 1665-MHz masers. OH and methanol have very similar distributions, but associations of individual masers are relatively rare: most methanol 6.7-GHz masers are within 100 mas of OH 6.0-GHz masers, but only four methanol masers are within 15 mas of an OH 6.0-GHz maser. There are no correspondences of either species with excited OH 4.7-GHz masers. Zeeman splitting of the 6.0-GHz OH lines indicates an ordered magnetic field ranging from 3.2 to 14.4 mG. The magnetic fields estimated from co-propagating masers such as 6035 and 1665 MHz are generally in good agreement with each other.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Since its discovery, the methanol 6.7-GHz maser has been recognized as one of the brightest signposts to the formation of massive young stars (Menten 1991) . It is closely associated with OH maser emission: nearly 90 per cent of the massive star-forming regions showing methanol maser emission also exhibit OH maser emission (Caswell 1996) . At arcsecond resolution the two species sometimes coincide spatially and in velocity (Caswell 1997) . It is natural to inquire just how close the spatial association between the two maser species is, and whether it extends down to the level of individual compact maser spots propagating through the same gas cloud. Hartquist et al. (1995) argued that spatial coincidence of individual hydroxyl and methanol masers can be expected due to evaporation of material from grain mantles heated by weak shocks, leading to enhanced abundances of both species in the same compact regions. Furthermore, theoretical modelling of maser excitation by Cragg, Sobolev & Godfrey (2002) shows that maser lines of both species can develop simultaneously under a range of conditions, with both maser species pumped by infrared radiation from warm dust. Co-propagation of different maser lines of OH has already been demonstrated by Gray et al. (2001) , and has been shown to provide strong constraints on the physical conditions. The detection E-mail: setoka@jb.man.ac.uk (SE); rjc@jb.man.ac.uk (RJC); malcolm. gray@manchester.ac.uk (MDG) of co-propagating methanol and OH masers could be even more useful in this respect, but requires high angular resolution. Menten et al. (1992) mapped the prototype OH-H II region W3(OH) using very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) and found that the general distribution of 6.7-GHz methanol masers closely resembles that of OH 1665-MHz masers, on a scale of 200 au (0.1 arcsec), with however a possible anticorrelation of OH and methanol on smaller angular scales. The absolute positional alignment of the measurements was 0.1 arcsec, one order of magnitude larger than the typical size of individual masers. In order to determine whether or not the two species are actually coincident, an order-of-magnitude improvement in the positional accuracy is needed. The availability of 6-GHz receivers on the Multi-Element Radio-Linked Interferometer Network (MERLIN), and the use of a common phase-reference source, provided the opportunity to make the first search for co-propagation of methanol and OH masers with ∼15 mas accuracy. Here we present single-baseline MERLIN results on the source W3(OH).
W3(OH) is a well-studied star-forming region containing a hot molecular core (HMC) and a (UC) H II region (Turner & Welch 1984) . The central object is thought to be a O9-O7 young star with an estimated mass of 30 M (Dreher & Welch 1981) . W3(OH) is the archetypical OH-H II region, displaying all the astrophysically observed transitions of OH. The OH masers have been mapped many times, including most recently: the ground-state lines at 1.7 GHz (Wright, Gray & Diamond 2004a,b) , and excited OH lines at 4.7, 6 and 13 GHz (Palmer, Goss & Devine 2003; Desmurs et al. 1998; Baudry & Diamond 1998, respectively) . The methanol lines at 6.7 and 12 GHz have been mapped with VLBI (Menten et al. 1992; Moscadelli et al. 1999; Sutton et al. 2004 ). However, none of these studies gave the alignment of the OH and methanol masers with an astrometric accuracy greater than 0.1 arcsec.
The present work deals with MERLIN observations in the excited OH maser lines at 6031 and 6035 MHz and in the methanol maser line at 6668 MHz, internally phase-aligned, allowing accurate spatial alignment of the three data sets and therefore a precise insight into co-propagation.
O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N
Observations were performed on 2001 March 12 and 13 for all the lines with the two MERLIN telescopes available at that time for observations at 6 GHz, namely Cambridge and Mk2. The baseline length of 198 km corresponds to a fringe spacing of 52 mas at 6.0 GHz. The observations covered right-hand circular (RHC) and left-hand circular (LHC) polarization, with RR and LL correlations being recorded simultaneously. In the excited OH lines, observations were obtained at rest frequencies of 6030.747 and 6035.092 MHz for the J = 5/2, F = 2-2 and 3-3 main-line transitions, respectively. Both lines were recorded with a bandwidth of 0.5 MHz divided into 256 channels, giving a velocity range of 24.9 km s −1 and a channel separation of 0.10 km s −1 . The methanol 5 1 -6 0 A + transition at 6668.518 MHz was observed with a spectral bandwidth of 2 MHz divided into 512 channels, giving a velocity range of 89.9 km s −1 and a channel spacing of 0.18 km s −1 . The central velocity was taken to be V LSR = −45 km s −1 for all observations. Here and elsewhere radial velocities are given relative to the local standard of rest (LSR). The observations lasted 16 h, of which 9 h (3 h at each frequency) were spent on the target source W3(OH). Frequency switching was used. For all the three experiments, 3C 84 was observed for 50 min for further bandpass and amplitude calibration. The amplitude of 3C 84 at the time of the observations was estimated to be 16.5 ± 1.6 Jy (Richards, private communication). Observations of the target source W3(OH) were interspersed with short periods on the phase calibrator 0224+671. Typically 5 min were spent on the target source for 2.5 min on the phase calibrator.
The initial data editing and the correction for gain-elevation effects were performed using the MERLIN D-PROGRAMME packages. Further calibrations were performed within the AIPS package.
The final phase calibration on the source was performed using the brightest channel (the reference channel) with the task PHSFR specifically dedicated for single-baseline experiments. As a result of Zeeman splitting effects for the OH maser emission, the phase calibration was performed independently for the LHC and RHC data sets at 6035 and 6031 MHz. The reference channels chosen at both polarizations were such that they are positionally coincident in the dirty images. The reference channels at 6035 MHz were centred at V = −42.57 and −43.25 km s −1 for the RHC and LHC data sets, respectively. At 6031 MHz, the reference channels were centred at V = −42.48 and −43.64 km s −1 for the RHC and LHC data sets, respectively. Finally, for the 6668-MHz methanol line, the phase calibration was performed on the Stokes I data set with the channel centred at V = −45.35 km s −1 taken as the reference channel, and the Stokes I data were used for all subsequent analysis.
The source was mapped with the task IMAGR using a pixel separation of 5 mas. The restoring beamwidth at 6031 and 6035 MHz was 33 × 24 mas 2 , with a position angle of 49
• and 55
• , respectively. At 6668 MHz the restoring beamwidth was 29 × 22 mas 2 , with a position angle of 50
• . Typically, the rms noise level (σ ), obtained from the image of a channel free of emission, was about 5 mJy beam −1 for the 6.7-GHz methanol data set. This value increases to 165 mJy beam −1 in the channels with the strongest emission. For the 6-GHz OH data sets, the typical rms in line-free channels was about 13 mJy beam −1 , increasing to about 46 mJy beam −1 in channels with the strongest emission. The typical dynamic range was estimated by comparing the intensity of the strongest maser spot with that of the strongest artefact observed in the CLEANed maps. This gave a typical ratio of 25.
The data cubes were then inspected and the maser emission features were fitted with two-dimensional Gaussian components using the task SAD with a flux threshold of 3σ . Masers were identified for further analysis if they showed emission in at least three consecutive frequency channels with positional offsets of less than 25 mas.
The accuracy in absolute position for the masers is limited by four factors: (1) the position accuracy of the phase calibrator, (2) the accuracy of the telescope positions, (3) the relative position error proportional to the beam size and inversely proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio, and finally (4) the atmospheric variability. The first two factors are frequency-independent and were estimated to be ∼5 mas (given by the MERLIN calibrator catalogue) and 10 mas (Diamond et al. 2003) , respectively. The third factor is very small in comparison to the other sources of error (2-3 mas in the worse case). The fourth error is estimated from the quality of the phase of the calibrator and its separation from the source. Given the angular separation of 5.5
• , we estimate that this final error is 4 mas. All these errors add quadratically to give 12 mas as the total systematic error in the absolute positions measured in this paper. Tables 1 and 2 give the positions and velocities of all the excited OH masers detected at 6035 and 6031 MHz, and the methanol masers detected at 6668 MHz, respectively. Table 1 also gives the Zeeman pair associations found at 6035 and 6031 MHz. The criteria for a Zeeman pair were positional agreement to within 15 mas and a significant velocity shift: V 0.05 km s −1 . For each Zeeman pair we list the mean ('demagnetized') velocity and the implied magnetic field. Fig. 1 plots the masers detected in all three lines. The OH and methanol masers have similar distributions and velocities, but close inspection shows that on the smallest scale the two species seldom coincide. Only four of the 15 methanol masers (27 per cent) are within 15 mas of OH 6.0-GHz masers. We first present the results on each maser species, and then discuss the association between the two (Section 3.3).
R E S U LT S

Excited OH at 6031 and 6035 MHz
We detected 31 masers (14 LHC and 17 RHC) at 6035 MHz and identified 12 likely Zeeman pairs (Table 1) . Of these pairs, 11 are separated by less than 5 mas, while one pair (Z 1 ) has a separation of 13 mas between the RHC and LHC components. All the pairs have V LHC < V RHC , indicating a magnetic field directed away from us, in agreement with previous 6.0-GHz studies of this source (Moran et al. 1978; Desmurs et al. 1998) .
At 6031 MHz we found 11 components (six LHC and five RHC), from which four Zeeman pairs were identified. Three of the four Zeeman pairs observed at 6031 MHz coincide with 6035-MHz Zeeman pairs. The good agreement in position (<6.5 mas) and demagnetized velocity ( V 0.11 km s −1 ) give us confidence that these are co-propagating masers. The isolated 6031-MHz feature 38 coincides with a 6035-MHz maser (number 24) within 4 mas. In fact, all 6031-MHz masers were found to coincide with 6035-MHz masers to within 6.5 mas. In addition to the Zeeman pairs, there are two single masers that are each associated with a Zeeman pair in the other OH line. Feature 27 corresponds to the 6031-MHz pair Z 12 . The B value of +6.0 mG shown in brackets in Table 1 is calculated assuming that the 6035-MHz line was Zeeman-shifted from the 6031-MHz mean velocity. There is good agreement with the B value of +6.4 mG measured directly at 6031 MHz. Similarly, feature 32 corresponds to the 6035-MHz pair Z 4 .
We have aligned our MERLIN maser distribution with that found by Desmurs et al. (1998) . Given the positional accuracy of 200 mas for their reference maser, we used masers away from the crowded region labelled 'R1' by Desmurs et Dec. = −170 mas from the position RA (J2000) = 02 h 27 m 03. s 821 and Dec. (J2000) = 61
• 52 25. 37 given by the authors. These shifts are justified by the similarity in the maser distributions we and Desmurs et al. observed, noting that any proper motions over the 7 yr separating the two epochs of observation are likely to be less than 14 mas. We found a systematic shift of 0.4-0.5 km s −1 in the velocity given by Desmurs et al. (1998) and our velocities. Allowing for this, we find very good agreement with their maser distributions at 6035 and at 6031 MHz. We detected maser emission in all the regions they detected, although they sometimes resolved the emission into smaller maser features as a result of their better angular resolution. In addition, we detected OH maser emission in other new regions (features 3, 14, 32 and 36 in Table 1 ), perhaps due to source variability.
Methanol at 6668 MHz
We identified 15 methanol masers (Table 2) . These account for only ∼60 per cent of the single-dish flux from the source. The methanol maser distribution shown in Fig. 1 is in broad agreement with the results of Menten et al. (1992) , allowing for the superior angular resolution of their VLBI array and for the limited dynamic range of our single-baseline imaging. We detected their maser clusters 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 9, and in addition found emission at two new positions to the east of cluster 8 (features 6 and 7 in our Table 2 ). Using our features 5, 8 and 10 we obtain excellent alignment with the Menten et al. distribution if the position of their reference is taken to be RA (J2000) = 02 h 27 m 03. s 8174 and Dec. (J2000) = 61
• 52 25. 25.251. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of methanol 6.7-GHz masers superimposed on the distribution of OH masers at 1.7 GHz (Wright et al. 2004a ,b, plus erratum), 4.7 GHz (Gray et al. 2001 ) and 6.0 GHz (present work), using the revised reference position for the 1.7-GHz masers as per the erratum. We confirm the general similarity between the large-scale distributions of OH and methanol masers, but note that there are relatively few genuinely close associations of individual maser spots at the 12 mas accuracy of our measurements.
OH and methanol associations
We searched our data and those of Wright et al. (2004a,b) and Gray et al. (2001) for possible co-propagating OH and methanol masers. Table 3 lists the associations within 15 mas, while Fig. 3 summarizes the association statistics. Maser groups in the crowded northern region of the source (the dashed box in Fig. 1 ) have a greater chance of showing random associations, so we have classified these as class b associations, while class a denotes associations outside this region. The strongest association that we found is between OH 6.0-and 1.7-GHz masers: 12 (63 per cent) of the 19 sites with 6.0-GHz emission also have 1.7-GHz emission. All 12 sites have 6035 MHz associated with 1665 MHz. Of these 12 sites, five also have 6031-MHz masers, while two sites show 1667-MHz masers. The 6031-MHz line tends to follow the 6035-MHz line: all 6031-MHz masers coincide with 6035-MHz masers, and seven out of 11 (64 per cent) of them are associated with 1665-MHz masers.
There are no associations of OH 6.0-GHz masers with either 1612-or 1720-MHz ground-state masers. This is consistent with the results of Caswell (2004) , who studied a large number of 1720-MHz sources. He found that, while there was a general correlation between sources showing 6035-and 1720-MHz masers, the individual maser spots of the two species differ slightly in position and velocity, at arcsecond resolution.
The association between OH and methanol is weaker. Of the 15 methanol sites, there are four sites with OH 6.0-GHz emission. In three of the four cases there is also reasonable velocity agreement, within 1 km s −1 . However, three of the associations are class b, lying in the crowded region where the probability of a spurious (random) association is highest. To estimate the probability of a spurious association (within 15 mas), we take the size of this region to be 300 mas square and consider the number of random associations between the 12 OH and eight methanol maser sites. This follows Table 3 . Associations between OH 6.0-and 1.7-GHz masers and methanol 6.7-GHz masers in W3(OH). Magnetic field values shown in brackets were calculated using the mean velocity of the first Zeeman pair in a group. a binomial distribution with mean 0.76. The probability of at least one random association is 83 per cent, while the probability of three or more random associations is 3.3 per cent. Hence we cannot discount the possibility that all three OH-methanol associations in this crowded region are random. We can, however, be confident of the single class a association between OH 6.0-GHz and methanol 6.7-GHz masers in the southern part of the source. Additionally we found three sites with OH 1.7-GHz and methanol 6.7-GHz emission. The associations are between methanol 6.7-GHz and OH 1720-or 1665-MHz masers. In each case the methanol velocity also agrees with the demagnetized OH velocity to better than 1 km s −1 . It may be significant that two out of only five 1720-MHz sites in W3(OH) are associated with methanol 6668-MHz sites. An association between 1720-MHz masers and 6668-MHz methanol masers, at arcsecond scale, was noted by Caswell (2004) .
Finally we note that the OH 4.7-GHz masers in W3(OH) are exclusively associated with OH 1720-MHz masers, and with no other maser species we examined. They occupy a small isolated region of the Venn diagram (Fig. 3) . Dodson & Ellingsen (2002) have claimed that 6035-MHz emission is a better predictor of 4765-MHz emission from the same region than is 1720-MHz emission. This was on the basis of observations made at ∼2 arcsec resolution. The present results suggest that at higher angular resolution there is no close association between individual 4765-and 6035-MHz maser spots in W3(OH).
Zeeman pair associations
The probability of Zeeman splitting for the 6-GHz OH masers studied here is much higher than that for OH 1.7-GHz masers. This is consistent with results of Wright et al. (2004b) , who found higher probability of Zeeman pairs for transitions with lower Landé g-factors (their fig. 12 ). Similarly, the Zeeman ratio (intensity ratio of stronger to weaker peak) is much closer to 1 for 6-GHz OH masers than it is for 1.7-GHz masers. We find a mean Zeeman ratio of 1.9 and median 1.7 at 6035 MHz, and mean 1.8 and median 1.4 at 6031 MHz. For comparison, table 8 of Wright et al. (2004b) shows mean values for 1.7-GHz Zeeman pairs ranging from 1.8 to 6.9, and median ratios ranging from 1.4 to 4.4.
There is generally good agreement between the magnetic field strengths inferred from coincident Zeeman groups at different frequencies, and likewise between the mean (demagnetized) velocities (Tables 1 and 3 ). This gives us confidence that we are observing masers that propagate together through the same cloud of excited gas. In two cases the agreement is less good. For the 6.0-GHz pairs Z 4 and Z 11 , the B values are consistent between 6035 and 6031 MHz, but 1665 MHz suggests a substantially lower magnetic field. The work of Masheder et al. (1994) shows that gradients of velocity and magnetic field along the line of sight could account for this, even though the masers were co-propagating.
The B values obtained here give support to the picture of an ordered magnetic field in W3(OH). The field is always directed away from us, and, although B ranges from 3.2 to 14.4 mG, the highest B values of 14 mG are localized to the crowded region in the north.
T H E O R E T I C A L A NA LY S I S O F C O -P RO PAG AT I O N
The present work has shown that, in W3(OH), OH masers of several different frequencies are sometimes closely associated spatially, on scales of 15 mas. These associations are dominated by the pairing of 1665-and 6035-MHz spots. Less common associations involve 6031 MHz with 6035/1665-MHz pairs. It is also possible to find 1667-MHz spots grouped with 6035/1665-MHz pairs. The 6668-MHz line of methanol may be associated with any of these OH maser groupings. This methanol line can also be found with ground-state OH masers at 1720 or 1665 MHz as the only partner. These associations are found in addition to the better-known spot coincidences between 1720-and 4765-MHz OH masers (Gray et al. 2001; Palmer et al. 2003; Niezurawska et al. 2004; Harvey-Smith & Cohen 2005) and associations between 1665-MHz masers and other OH ground-state lines reported in Wright et al. (2004b) .
Co-propagation of OH lines
It is interesting to compare the new observational results with theoretical and computational predictions of maser co-propagation. A parameter-space search including the effects of multifrequency propagation was carried out by Gray, Field & Doel (1992) . This model suggested that associations between several pairs of masers are possible, and physical conditions associated with a number of pairings are listed in Table 4 . However, the search in Gray et al. (1992) was far from exhaustive and, moreover, the Sobolev approximation was used, so it was not possible to study properly the important range of parameter space where there is little velocity shift in the far-infrared pumping lines across the maser zone.
From Table 4 , we can divide up the overlaps into two families: the first is the 4765/1720 MHz pairing, which requires warm gas and dust, at over 100 K; a substantial external radiation field from dust at 175 K is also present. The second family contains all the other overlaps, including the ground and 6 GHz main lines, and the overlap of 1720 MHz with 6035 MHz. The conditions that support this family of overlaps include modest kinetic and dust temperatures (T k and T d ) in the range 50-75 K. External radiation fields Table 4 . Physical conditions for co-propagation of OH masers, from Gray et al. (1992) .
are at 100-125 K, also lower than the value required for the 4765/1720 MHz pair. Within this second family, details are controlled by the number density of OH and the velocity shift through the maser column: for example, the excited-state main-line pair require higher OH abundance than the ground-state main-line pair, as would be expected.
One important association found in the present work, but not explicitly discussed in Gray et al. (1992) , is that between 1665 and 6035 MHz. It is not clear whether this association was actually missing in the computational data that Gray et al. considered, or whether it was found, but no examples were presented. We have searched for the 1665/6035 MHz association using more modern data, computed using the accelerated lambda iteration method of radiation transfer (Scharmer & Carlsson 1985) in a slab geometry. Propagation and saturation are not included here, but the data are free from the constraints of the Sobolev approximation. Using data computed at T k = 60 K, we find the second family of maser pairings (as defined above) particularly strong at zero velocity shift along the line of sight.
Of the lines in the second family, 1720 MHz is the weakest at zero shift and T k = 60 K. This line and all three of the others (groundstate and 6-GHz excited main lines) would be likely to be strongly saturating for maser gain paths of 10 11 m or more. Unsaturated integrated gains (negative optical depths) are shown for 1720 -, 1665 -, 1667 
Co-propagation of OH with methanol at 6 GHz
The new MERLIN data show some close associations between methanol 6.7-GHz masers and OH masers at 1665, 1720, 6031 and 6035 MHz. However, the majority of methanol 6.7-GHz masers are not closely associated with OH masers. A weak association between OH and methanol masers was also found in NGC 7538 -IRS1 (Hutawarakorn & Cohen 2003) . In that source the OH 1.7-GHz and methanol 6.7-GHz masers, although coextensive on the arcsecond scale, are spatially separated at the 10-mas scale, except for two close associations in the region where the OH and methanol zones overlap. This is the only other case with suitably accurate astrometry in both species, at the present time. Theoretical work by Cragg et al. (2002) has established that, given sufficient abundance, methanol and OH masers appear under the same physical conditions. Having the necessary abundance of the maser molecules is critical. There are indications that methanol may peak in abundance before OH does, in the evaporation of both species from dust mantles. This, Cragg et al. suggest, could provide a new form of 'chemical clock' tracing the evolution of massive starforming regions. In this interpretation the methanol masers trace the most recently evaporated material, while the OH masers are found in more chemically evolved gas. Therefore, we would expect close association between the two maser species, but co-propagation would be rarer. These promising ideas require further theoretical development.
In the present work there are also important observational constraints to bear in mind. Recall that ∼40 per cent of the methanol flux was not detected in the present measurements. The undetected emission should have an angular scale of ∼0.1 arcsec or greater. If it were in the form of haloes around individual methanol maser spots, then it is possible that the methanol halo emission could overlap with OH masers even though the methanol core emission was well separated from them. Other explanations for the missing methanol flux are also possible. For example, Harvey-Smith & Cohen (2005) found that 20 per cent of the OH 4765-MHz flux from W3(OH) was in the form of a single extended filament ∼1 arcsec in length. We cannot exclude the possibility of similar methanol filaments. The association between OH and methanol 6.7-GHz masers will need to be reviewed when 6.7-GHz data become available from the whole MERLIN array and for a larger sample of sources.
C O N C L U S I O N
MERLIN single-baseline measurements of OH 6031-and 6035-MHz masers and methanol 6668-MHz masers have provided positions accurate to ∼12 mas, enabling us to make the first search for close associations of individual maser spots of each species. All 6031-MHz masers are associated with 6035-MHz masers. Zeeman splitting is very common at 6031 and 6035 MHz, with spatially coincident pairs at different OH frequencies yielding consistent magnetic field estimates. The 6-GHz Zeeman pairs have approximately equal peak flux densities (mean ratio less than 2).
Comparing our data with the OH 1.7-GHz data of Wright et al. (2004a,b) , we find that OH 6.0-GHz masers are frequently associated with 1.7-GHz masers, the closest association being between 6035 and 1665 MHz. This can be understood in terms of the maser pumping.
Close associations between individual OH 6.0-and methanol 6.7-GHz maser spots in W3(OH) are surprisingly rare, despite the general similarities between the distributions of the two species at the 0.1-arcsec scale.
In view of the substantial amount of flux missing from our MERLIN 6.7-GHz maps and from VLBI maps, there is an urgent need for new observations to investigate further the relation between methanol and OH masers. With the full MERLIN array, it will be possible to image with improved dynamic range and sensitivity and so locate the 'missing' 6.7-GHz flux.
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